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PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY

Disclaimer: The information contained in this book has been compiled and given to us by many wise advanced Spiritual Beings over many lifetimes. We have found it to be the Truth for ourselves 
and it is expressed as our personal opinions and worldview guaranteed under the First Amendment of 

the Constitution of The United Sates of America.

We offer it to you with the highest intention for your spiritual evolution and for the good of all Beings in all worlds.The Authors and Copyright Holders have no affiliation with, nor do they endorse any religious, spiritual or metaphysical organization. The information in this book is presented and written in their own words and in universal terminology. If any content may appear to be similar in nature to other writings, it is purely coincidental. Words, sentences, and word phrases that may be used have been stated in various languages throughout time and cannot be copyrighted: Example: God, Spirit, Inner Master, Divine Love, etc.The reader and/or practitioner of the Self- Contemplations hereby agrees to Indemnify, Forever Defend and Hold Harmless the Authors and Copyright Holders of this book, including All Affiliates, Employees, and their respective Families, or anyone acting on their behalf from any and all such claims, expenses, damages, harm, self-induced trauma or destruction suffered physically, emotionally and mentally which may result from the reader’s misinterpretation of the information contained in 
this book.

You read and practice the content and Self-Contemplations under your own volition. There are no secrets in life. All is revealed when you make the conscious effort to know Truth. Religious and metaphysical groups have a purpose as you search for higher understandings, however no one but YOU can raise your awareness to the Gems of Truth that already exist within YOU and the HEAVENLY REALMS. Do not be duped or fooled by false teachers or so-called, self-proclaimed spiritual masters. Test and challenge every thing and every one by going to your Inner Temple.The information contained in this book is presented in Divine Love and should not be misinterpreted to be an attack upon any individual, ethnic race, religion, organization, nation or the United States Government. The Authors and Copyright holders fully support The United States Government as set forth by the U.S. Constitution.
The Spiritually Awakened Initiate 

© 2015 Ron Kurz, Ellen Laura, Mary Jean Valente
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FORWARD

The individual, who may be low on the survival tone scale of life, will turn to drugs, alcohol or possibly suicide to escape their self-inflicted misery. They will continue to return to this Physical Realm or the lower Dense Realms over and over, life after life, until they reach some understanding of the purpose of being ‘alive’. When they finally hit rock bottom, this type of Human usually cries out to ‘God’ for help or salvation.Unknowingly, they send out a ‘thought form’, an ‘SOS’ impressed into Divine Spirit, and if they pay attention, Divine Spirit will guide them to a book, an animal, a person or even an Advanced Spiritual Being/Initiate or the Master Himself.
The fortunate ones, who pay attention and follow their inner guidance, have the opportunity to 

break free of the web of lies that keep them in these Dense Negative Realms.

“The choices we make can help us to live in the positive Heavenly Realms and bring us closer to 

Source Supreme.”

The Spiritually Awakened Initiate is the companion book that will enhance and complement the wisdom imparted in the first book Source Supreme.

Source Supreme and The Spiritually Awakened Initiate are available @ No Charge in a PDF 

format @: www.thesourcesupreme.comwww.Amazon.com sells an inexpensive Paperback Edition and a Kindle version for electronic devices.
• About Source Supreme: This book is about Spiritual Awakening to the Divine Source Supreme. What is essential is for you to evolve and upgrade three areas of your life: 1) Discernment, 2) Discipline, and 3) Divine Love for All Life.This is an invitation to your deeper awakening and a powerful connection to Source Supreme. Each individual is so unique and there are thousands of variations of consciousness. That is why you must not accept a homogenized version of spiritual practices.The journey begins with considering Seven Awakenings. Spiritual Awakening includes Seven Gems of Truth that are united to form a prism of luminous light to guide and protect you and open your consciousness to the Divine Sound Current. A golden thread so strong that it unites each in Divine 
Love holds these truths together.These Seven Gems of Truth have been written about as seven universal principles of consciousness of the Source Supreme. For those reading today, each chapter is presented so you will discover treasures that are of the Spirit and shine forth into this world and all worlds. Each Awakening can also be considered an initiation into a higher consciousness.The Self-Contemplations included in Source Supreme are essential to make this real to you and move beyond theory. In chapter one, ‘Awakening One: The One Source, we offer a Spiritual Protection Technique.’This will assure that you will receive the direct flow of the Source Supreme and be a distributing agent for the Light and Sound, without the need of intermediaries. We have found it is definitely possible to be free from negative influences and be a vehicle for Source Supreme.You are and have always been spiritually free. You are a King or Queen of nobility. Claim your God-given right of spiritual Self-mastership Here and Now. Awaken to the Majesty of Source Supreme.
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CHAPTER ONE

THE ADVENTURE BEGINS

Did you know that in a Realm of much finer vibration co-existing with other Realms, as well as this Physical one, we select our parents, our body type, our geographical location, karmic ties, personal relationships, and even the Time-Track or era in which we will live, long before we incarnate on this Earth planet? We also get the opportunity to repeat this process over and over until we have gathered the Spiritual Messages from our many lifetimes of experience. We are then guided to a True Spiritual Master, known to us as the Living Spiritual Boucharan Master, so we make our way to full God Realization.Does this sound a little far-fetched? Well for some of you it might. Then again, some of you may 
already KNOW this is true.If you are reading this book, you have made the Spiritual Connection to break free of the never-ending rounds of reincarnation!Welcome home.
• All Spiritual Experiences in this book are quoted exactly from documented letters given to us 

by DapRen and allow you to contemplate upon a Spiritual message that you may relate to.On the following pages you will find personal experiences and interesting stories regarding life, Divine Spirit, Source Supreme, Spiritually Advanced Initiates and The Boucharan Master of 
the Times.You may have had similar experiences that could be considered extra-ordinary and quite possibly shrugged them off to a wild, rampant, uncontrolled imagination. However, these experiences still may haunt you to the point that you want to understand and know more about them, and your Self. Some of the information may also be compared to other paths, religions or cults, and this is true, due to the fact that many clever individuals have taken bits and pieces of Truth and developed their 
own offshoot path:

1-In their minds they actually believe they are chosen to be a master or leader of a spiritual or psychic group.
2- Some clever people just do it for monetary gain.
3- or Both.In the Human State of consciousness, Human’s want to mentalize and intellectualize Spirit and God, therefore, Humans having the gift of ‘free will’, create their own forum or interpretations. They develop rules, creeds, rituals, rites, dogmas, etc., rather than allowing Divine Spirit to fully illuminate Soul as a clear channel for the good of the whole.
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Please be aware and do not be duped. All Truth is within you not some one else. Yes, some other persons’ experiences may be very similar, but you, Soul, are unique and may interpret the Inner 
Realms a little differently than others.Some people that read our books may say, I know this path, or I know this Master or this is this, or that is that. Truth is Truth. We have no organization or group. We do not charge you for the Truth. If you want a Paperback or electronic Kindle version of these books, Amazon.com only charges a nominal fee to cover the printing costs, otherwise, we make no money. The PDF. Version on our website is no charge. If you want social camaraderie or someone to outwardly hold your hand, then 
these books are not for you at this time.

Reading the pages with an open mind, you may come to realize that you are not alone, that others like yourself have had out-of-body, true spiritual experiences, and have and can step into the Higher 
Heavenly Realms on a daily basis.

God or Source Supreme made all ITs Universes and left them to be run on a mechanical basis. 

Humankind has Free-Will, and the freedom to be his/her own creator through the imagination faculty 

to be exactly like God or Source Supreme, but only on a smaller scale.This information will provide you with a clear picture of true spiritual TRUTH so you will not be fooled by the buffet of religions, preachers, psychic paths, and pseudo masters that dupe you into paying for their services and only reach into the Astral Realm, which could be dangerous. No one can escape the rounds of birth and death by following pseudo teachers and masters. There is so much more!
There is no other true spiritual path except the spiritual path that lies within you.Yes, there are Advanced Spiritual Beings that can and will assist you, but it is not how you ‘think’ 

it should be or exactly how they will assist you.There are no physical buildings, temples, meeting places or social activities. All ground is holy. You will find all your answers within your Self, sometimes referred to as the temple within by certain paths.
You walk your spiritual path alone, and yet you are not alone.

• A Spiritual Experience: “When one meets an Advanced Spiritual Initiate or true Spiritual Master it is because they have earned the right through love and devotion to Divine Spirit over many lifetimes.”“When I met Master DapRen I was 20 years old and had been through a devastating shock; my first love and husband of just six weeks was killed in Vietnam. The night of his death (translation) I had a vision where a Radiant Being came to me and lifted me high into the Heavenly Realms. I was not a spiritual or religious person at that time.”“The Spiritual Master took the form of an Eagle and we flew up to a shining mountain, riding on His wings. He said; “I am lifting you Home and someday you will soar on your own.”“I didn’t know what to make of this, since I was surrounded by people who didn’t understand what I was feeing or how to help me. Within a year I heard about the teaching of The Light and The Sound and immediately knew it was my path. I had been making a wishing prayer saying; “All I want is to recognize a true spiritual master by the vibration, not because of some title or someone on a throne.”“Within a year of that mystical vision with the Eagle, I met Master DapRen physically and KNEW he was my spiritual teacher.”
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“My anger over losing my husband and my wild rebellion quickly subsided. Remember, this was in the wild years – 1969 to 1970, and I had met seekers and well-meaning people who were into drugs and sex, but I knew it would be a trap. I even went to the now famous Woodstock Festival wanting to feel real love, but it wasn’t there.”
• A Spiritual Experience: “This incident happened to me many years ago when I was about 18 years of age. I was extremely happy this one particular autumn evening for I had just purchased a 1950 Pontiac two-door sedan for only fifteen dollars. I couldn’t wait to show it off.”“The car was in excellent shape for being almost fourteen years old; it was dark green in color, had an automatic transmission with a push-button starter and was extremely heavy in weight almost looking like a tank. It was sitting in a senior citizens garage all that time not being used.”“I drove to my friend’s home wanting to share my excitement. We then decided to take a drive, see a movie and get something to eat afterwards – the usual routine for this teenage time of my life.”“We were having a great time. The movie was one of those original James Bond spy thrillers and we talked about the high points of the film as we walked in the parking lot to the car. It was then that I became aware of an intensifying stillness in the air. All of a sudden, I was engulfed in a tremendous cylinder of Blue Light. The sensation was wonderful. The Blue Light pulsated, the accompanying Sound transformed into an overwhelming sea of complete silence, all the while I calmly floated in IT, expanding in a Higher Realm far beyond this Physical state of consciousness.”“I was not afraid, I was never afraid, and as a matter of fact, I welcomed this inner communication, for I knew from past experience that this Higher Presence was communicating with me for my own well-being. On other occasions, The Blue Light would always surround me with warmth and love. I just accepted this as ‘normal’ never speaking about it to anyone”“Happenings of this nature were a part of my life from early childhood and I knew that I was about to be taught some valuable lesson or was going to be protected from some impending danger or both. Over the years I came to love this Higher Presence, The Blue Light, and thought of it as my ‘Guardian Angel’ (I thought just about everyone had a Guardian Angel). In a way I named the Blue 

Light correctly, for on this particular night I was told, “my physical body was in jeopardy, not to worry, I was protected.” In my ignorance I thought this communication was telepathic, but no, it was more like a direct knowingness, as if we were one.”
“I told my friend that I had a feeling that something strange was about to happen to us, not elaborating, for some things are better left unsaid. I was still floating in the Blue Light viewing the entire physical scene high above as if I were a bird, that’s when I realized my friend would also be protected from this forthcoming danger.”“Still watching from above, we drove down the street toward our homeward destination. I was aware of operating the car, however I felt separated from it.You could say it was a dual-consciousness, what the Mystics call Bi-location. As we stopped for a red light, I glanced in the rear-view mirror and immediately noticed another car coming directly at us at a very high rate of speed.”At that moment I said; “This is it, this guy is going to hit us!” The impact was unbelievable. The front seat of my car snapped (it was one of those full bench type seats), leaning us backwards from the collision, allowing our bodies to be cushioned from the flow of the impact rather than against it. The rear section of my car was almost gone as the keys flew from the ignition landing somewhere on the street behind us.”
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“The police could not understand how we weren’t killed from the crash. Both cars were totally demolished, and the extremely drunk occupants of the other vehicle were very badly injured. The impact was so severe thatthe entire front end and engine of his car were crushed up against his windshield. We were shaken of course, but only received minor scrapes across our shins. All the while this was happening 
I had this shield of Blue Light armor around me”“Once again I gave thanks and gratitude to my ‘Guardian Angel’ and after some thoughtful insight and a direct communication with him, I once again learned a valuable lesson, not to be attached to the Physical things of this world. That was the end of my glorious 1950 Pontiac.”
• A Spiritual Experience: “A warm glow, which unexpectedly begins in my Heart and slowly from my inner Self, flows into each of my bodies, enveloping them with a special silent love.”“At these times I may be driving, trying to find a solution to a problem, sharing Truth with people, or simply being at peace with all.”“The result is that I would love to share IT with ALL, but I know many are not yet ready to receive this sharing”. “They can though, share in this very special love and so many do.”When a person has unexplainable experiences like these, one should want to know more about the spiritual side of life; Why am I living? What is my purpose in life? What is this Radiant Blue Light? What is this overwhelming beautiful Sound? Is there someone that can help me understand?

By asking these questions you open your Self to the greatest adventure of this lifetime. You will get 

your answers, if you pay attention, listen, and have a good attitude.
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CHAPTER TWO

THE HIGHEST SPIRITUAL LAWS

All life flows from Source Supreme downward into the Dense Worlds of matter, energy, space and time. Nothing can exist without the Eternal Cosmic Current, which can be heard as Sound and seen 
as Light.

• A Spiritual Experience: “Growing up in a strict Roman Catholic, Italian family, I was a very devout young girl. I went to mass every Sunday as required and as a very young girl, was especially devoted to this religion. I participated in special moments like midnight mass at Christmas and Easter masses and daily mass during Lent, which precedes Easter. I was proud to be an Angel in the Processionals and took communion every day during Lent.”“Even when it came to my greatest wish, it was always about God and Heaven. As a young person, whenever there was an occasion to make a wish, whether it was on a shooting star, a dandelion whisker, or a birthday cake, my wish and desire was always the same. “Please God, Let me always be good and go to heaven.”“As I grew and matured, I began to ask questions, something that was just not tolerated. The spell was broken when, one day in a class of religious instruction, the nun stood before the class informing us exactly what would happen when we died. She proceeded to tell us in full detail what to expect. I wondered how she could be so sure and then, innocently and in all sincerity I asked, “How do you know …Have you been there?” Big Mistake!!!”“The Nun started to shake, turned beet red, yelled at me and threw me out of the room. The effect was chilling. “Fine”, I thought, “I Quit!” I thought to myself, “If I cannot even ask a question, I don’t want to be part of this.”Even if she had said to me that this is what her faith teaches and she embraces or believes that, it would have been fine with me. I would have still had my own questions, but I could have accepted and respected her choice. Instead, to negate my question and punish me for asking was unacceptable and broke my deep connection with the Catholic religion. I then decided I was an atheist and believed in nothing.”“Of course when I told my parents they were mortified. Immediately, I was racking up an endless list of mortal sins. For every Sunday that I refused to attend church, I earned another mortal sin and every good Catholic knows all it takes is one that you have not confessed and been forgiven, to send you into the fire. My parents went so far as to have a priest come to the house. Of course I refused to see him and they were even more upset and didn’t know what to do.”“What could possibly bring me back to a place of, not just belief, but KNOWING?”“After a few years of living life without any religion at all. I had an extraordinary experience. I must preface this by telling you I had no knowledge of things like reincarnation or karma. Indeed, I 
had never even heard those words. And yet, one morning, upon waking, I looked into the mirror and knew who I had been in my last life, where I had left off and that I needed to pick up from there. The details of that information are not important. What is important is what followed that day.”
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“At the time I was living in Boston, Massachusetts and managed a boutique that sold shoes, clothes and accessories. Part of my job was to attend a Shoe Show, an event where manufactures 
sold their wares to those of us who bought the goods to be sold in the stores. As soon as I arrived in the lobby of the hotel where the show was taking place, an unusual sensation came over me. I held the list of manufacturers in my hand. It listed all the companies, what they sold and their location by floor and room number.”

“The next thing I knew, a stream of light appeared and shone on a room number and I knew within that I needed to go to that suite. It was directional…showing me. I didn’t wonder, rather I KNEW that this was where I needed to be. As I walked on, another unusual sensation came over me. My awareness was a point of focus. I had no sensation of my physical body at all. I was just an observer. Like a pair of eyes with no Physical form. Everything I saw and realized was crystal clear and many things beyond what normal consciousness perceives were revealed as a matter of fact.”“By the end of this experience, I knew I had just had an ‘out of body’ experience and realized my deeper purpose for incarnating. Without a doubt, I knew I had come here to be a vehicle for spirit or God or whatever name one chooses. It was not a belief, it was a knowing so deep and unquestionable that my next task was to figure out how to do what I Knew with every fiber of my being was the only reason for my existence. This was the beginning of my Spiritual Quest and a KNOWING that has guided my life for the past 45 years.”
A Positive Attitude: The important three primary factors that enable one to establish themselves 
in the Higher Realms:1: Affection

2: Compassion3: Neutrality or Non-Attachment.
Affection: Is the intensity and passion that enables you to attain your goals through Divine Love. 

In Source Supreme, Chapter Nine, “Awakening: Divine Love,” you can read more about how Divine Love ignites a fire within that leads to a Love for All Life.
Compassion: Is the high quality of understanding your fellow Soul and living with a sincere desire to cherish all Souls and harm none.
Neutrality or Detachment: Is having no emotional upset or opinion for the outcome of all things and with all people. It is a rare and high state of consciousness attained by few and misunderstood by many. True detachment does not mean you have no care for the well being of others or the world. It means you are free from the claws of lust, anger, vanity, greed and grasping.It is vital that an evolved spiritual Soul knows the difference between sympathy and compassion. If one is in sympathy with another, one will take on all the afflictions; this is why you must only have compassion for another.

Compassion is an understanding of what one is going through, and by spiritual law you must let the individual have the experience. However, there is always an exception if an Advanced Initiate is commanded by Source Supreme to assist a Soul who may have earned the right of a little extra help.
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These attributes are acquired for the Advanced Spiritual Being so they can raise the fire within themselves to assist the Spiritual Hierarchy.
The 3 Prime Directives: When assisting or meeting any one, before you speak, always send a silent 

wave of Divine Love and ask yourself:

Is it True? • Is it Necessary? • Is it Kind?

These are the virtues of a great person. 

No matter who you may be.

The Magic Words: Please and Thank you. Try using these ‘words’ when communicating with people. 
Wonders will happen.

The Source Supreme: The Formless, all-embracing, impersonal, all pervading, Universal Source of Divine Spirit. IT is all life, Truth, Wisdom, Love and Power that sustains all life.
The Divine Light: This Is the sacred Spiritual Knowledge, the reflection of the atoms moving in space as Divine Spirit. The Divine Light flows from The Source Supreme into all Its Realms educating 
all who will be still and listen.

The Divine Sound Current: Source Supreme projecting ITSelf through all ITS Realms, from the Highest to the Densest Realms in a constant motional wave of harmonious, musical Blue Light. The Sacred Sound Current is the life giving creative power of Source Supreme. IT can be heard as the 
eternal sound of HU. If possible, The HU should be sung silently all day.

Without the Sound Current there would be no life.

The Three Foundations of Life:1-The Advanced Initiate and The Boucharan Master.2-The Sound Current.3-Spiritual Freedom.
Please Contemplate upon them.

As Above, So Below: The creative principle of Source Supreme is, ‘as above, so below.’ The Dense Worlds of matter, energy, space and time are completed, and the original of all things lie within Humankind’s consciousness and imagination. All life is born of The Light and The Sound Current of Source Supreme and this Light and Sound shines forth in all.
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• A Spiritual Experience: “As a child nature was a place of solitude and sanctuary for me. Living in a very small town there were many spots that were tranquil, quiet and filled with peace. There were open fields with large towering trees, creeks and gorges with tall rock formations. Even in my own yard I could languish in the serenity that the fresh green grass, tall trees and clean air offered and enter into sacred silence.”“One of the things I loved most was lying in the grass, gazing up at the clear blue sky and losing myself in the clouds and the sound of birds. Most of all, when I was internally quiet, (which was quite easy to do especially in that setting) I could breathe in a noticeable sound that permeated the atmosphere. It was the sound of the universe. Although I didn’t know it then, it was the sound of the HU.”“It seemed to penetrate my being. I would listen for a long time and as I did I was filled with a very deep sense of calm and stillness and surety. All I knew back then was that this felt more natural and comfortable than anything else in the entire world and if I could have stayed there forever I would have.”“Many years later I learned that this sound is the spiritual current manifest. It is the Divine word, The Shabda, The HU. It is everywhere. It can be perceived in many ways and is always present if we have the ears to hear. Some people call it the music of the spheres. It is the spiritual nectar and the wave we can ride back into the heart of Source Supreme.”
• A Spiritual Experience: “I laid down for a short nap in the afternoon and of course my little mind was so busy with petty problems it was impossible to sleep.”“I became aware of the SOUND, which I have been able to hear for about five and a half years already. For some reason I decided to cut off the mind and take a ride into the SOUND and see (hear) where it would take me.”“This letter is difficult to write because telling of what happened is basically indescribable.”“I could see nothing. It was a dark void, but the SOUND started to get louder and louder. I relaxed and the SOUND kept intensifying until it was at an almost unbearable roar. (But it was higher pitched 
than a roar).Then shock waves started to surge through me. Sort of like touching metal when you’re standing in water, but far, far more powerful. It was like WAVES of powerful electric surges.”“I was well aware of what was going on and at first, I tried to snap back from it. But my interest got the better of me and I continued to absorb myself in IT for 15 or 20 minutes. It was the most powerful thing I’ve ever experienced. I keep using the word ‘power’, because that’s exactly what it was ~ tremendous power.”“After the 15 or 20 minutes, I vaguely remember whimpering or shouting ‘enough’! I had this strange feeling like I was going to blow up or my body was literally going to be flung out of bed, or the SOUND would so absorb me, I’d become non-existent, or something.”“I don’t remember being afraid, I only knew I had had enough. I do remember slipping back through the Astral Realm with a couple of very brief and silly Astral dreams, and then I was wide-awake, (or should I say wide asleep) back on this Physical Realm. The experience I had just gone through was more real than when I opened my eyes.”“I asked on the inner (going within and asking Spirit) for an explanation of where I had been. I was led to a book written by Paul Twitchell entitled The Tiger’s Fang. I turned to the chapter on the 
AGAM LOK*, and it described what I had experienced.”
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“I am very thankful for this experience, because it helped to alleviate some of my fears of this Physical Realm.”
*AGAM LOK: Known as the ‘inaccessible’ Realm where there is no matter, energy, space, or time. The Sound Current can be heard as the glorious music of woodwinds. The ruler of the 9th Realm is Agam Purusha. Soul learns from this higher state of consciousness to be the creator of its own Realms. Being connected to this Inner Music, Soul loses its lower identity and becomes a conscious co-creator with Source Supreme. Even though the individual still has and is responsible for a Physical body, the individual is liberated, and as Soul, perceives life with total awareness, knowingness and 
responsibility.You never have to be afraid, as the guidance of either an Advanced Initiate or a Boucharan Master will only allow exactly what you can handle for your spiritual growth at all times. Also, you will be guided to various things such as a book, another person, or your answers will come from unexpected places. Remember, the Dream Level of consciousness is a real world. It is not an illusion as you may think in the outer life. Most Native American Indian Tribes know this and guide their entire lives and society by Dream State experiences.
Divine Spirit: The energy, vibration, or uplifting feeling that Source Supreme emanates to make all the Worlds function. This energy is not the Source Supreme ITSelf, but ITs essence, ITs power that flows out of IT.
• A Spiritual Experience: “After years of hungering for answers and looking for the deep truth of life and existence, I had found my spiritual path, the one that resonated deeply with me. Beyond logic and reason and any earthly sense of what was true or untrue, beyond any religious preaching or dogma, I had found a spiritual place, that I knew without question, was my home.”“It is true, ‘When You Know You Know’ and anything up until that moment still leaves an unquenchable hunger, a corner of the soul and mind where what seems to be an incurable craving gnaws at the mind and heart and we long for something more.”“When I found my path, I was finally satisfied. I had no idea the journey it would take me on or the vast experiences I would then have or the depth of knowledge it would bring. I just knew I was in the right place and so I was also able to Trust completely. And, now that I had found the correct path for me, the day would come very soon, when I would meet the Living Spiritual Master in person. I was looking forward to this day with all my heart.”“Along with a friend, we traveled to meet the Living Spiritual Master at a gathering. In great anticipation, we entered the building. As we walked through the doors we were met by another student of our path who told us quietly that the Master of the Time, Peddar Zaskq, had passed on. Within a millisecond my inner voice spoke… “There is another Master for you” and instantly I knew it was true and all would be well.”“Months later, we were told that the time had come and the new Master would be presented to us. While I was unable to attend the gathering where he was introduced, when I saw his picture, I immediately recognized DapRen as the man who had come to me in my dreams before. I was at peace and actually thrilled within for this confirmation.”“Not long after, I was able to attend a gathering where the Master would speak and I could actually meet him in person. I remember this day as if it were yesterday. In his presence, everything fell away 
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as if melted by a billion suns. What remained was a feeling and knowing that cannot be described. It was a sense of deep, deep abiding calm where words were superfluous and just standing in the radiant light that emanated from him was all I could ever desire. Tears flowed from my eyes, as I was engulfed in the warm embrace of Pure, Divine, Unconditional Love.”“Along with a few others, I was invited to a private meeting where we could ask any questions we had and yet, there were none. When bathed in the spiritual nectar and the Love of the True Spiritual Master, everything is full and complete and whole. There is nothing to ask and that inexplicable 
hunger that had been gnawing at my soul disappeared as if it had never existed. I had tasted the spiritual nectar, the Real Food for the Soul.”
The Spiritual Master of the Time: The Dense and Heavenly Realms always have a True Spiritual Boucharan Master that holds the Positive Rod of Spiritual Power that Lights and animates all the Realms of Source Supreme. There may also be other Masters and Advanced Initiates that assist The Master of the Times. The Master may operate openly or He may work quietly unnoticed.When DapRen left this Earth Realm in August of 2008 the True Spiritual Teachings went ‘underground’ due to the negative era of the Kali Yuga. Many people came forth claiming they were the 
new Master of the Time, but that is only wishful and false thinking on their part.The True Spiritual Master is here in the Physical but unannounced. It would be suicide for Him to expose Himself publically at this time on the Time-Track. Much of the spiritual work is done one on one, and on the Inner Realms as in Ancient times. There is no need for social organizations. Book discussions are encouraged, if someone wishes to have one, but this path is for the individual.

The two books Source Supreme and The Spiritually Awakened Initiate were designed to 

complement each other. They are all anyone needs outwardly to mentally understand and make the true connection of The Light and Sound. If you are ready, you will, and without a doubt know, if you meet an Advanced Initiate or Bourcharan Master.
• A Spiritual Experience: “Finding and recognizing the Master was very important to me, having heard many times; ‘When the student is ready the Master appears.’This is a significant statement. I learned long ago that the Master is longing for us to be ready to recognize and embrace him.”“The Dream State has given me many powerful dream experiences and I am fortunate to remember them easily. In one of my most cherished dreams, the Master was trying to get my attention along with two others, so earnestly! Unknowing of who He truly was, we actually ran from Him. In his attempt to get us to recognize Him, He said over and over, “All I want to do is lift you.”“And so when I finally saw a picture of my beloved Master in the waking state, I recognized Him immediately and KNEW!”
Divine Love: All Power and a Love for all life vibrate from the highest region of Source Supreme, known as the Nameless Region. IT cannot be described in mortal language. This philosophy is so simple that the mind of Humankind cannot grasp the concept that “all life exists because Source Supreme loves it and wills it.” This is the very foundation of life and the whole of understanding of 
why you exist.
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Understanding The Iron Age of the Kali Yuga: It is an era of darkness and decay. All Humanity will become tormented by ills, poverty, disease, plagues and wars instigated by the deranged minds of people taken over by the negative forces running governments, leading the masses away from the real Truth, which is their real purpose for being alive.
In his book ‘1984’, George Orwell described the Kali Yuga exactly; “So long as they (the Proles) continued to work and breed, their other activities were without importance. Left to themselves, like cattle turned loose upon the plains of Argentina, they had reverted to a style of life that appeared to be natural to them, a sort of ancestral pattern ...Heavy physical work, the care of home and children, petty quarrels with neighbors, films, football, beer and above all, gambling, filled up the horizon of their minds. To keep them in control was not difficult.” Does this sound familiar in today’s age?We can overcome this negativity by going within, practicing the spiritual Contemplative techniques and becoming a vehicle for the Light and Sound of Source Supreme.
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CHAPTER THREE

THE CRYSTAL WISDOM PALACES

The Inner Realms of LearningThe Crystal Palaces of Wisdom are located in various hidden locations in the Dense Realms and Higher Realms of The Source Supreme. There are two on Earth, one on Venus, and one on each of the other Realms: Astral, Causal, Mental, Etheric and Soul Realm. The Spiritual Masters who instruct the sacred spiritual knowledge are also the guardians of special books entitled The Shariyat-Ki-

Sugmad that impart the highest spiritual information and values of The Teachings of The Light and Sound Current. These Crystal Wisdom Learning Centers are magnificent, immaculate and beyond description in beauty.As you graduate, each Crystal Wisdom Center becomes finer and higher in vibration. A true Spiritual Boucharan Master imparts the information to you, and you learn how to communicate Soul to Soul. You consciously may have your learning sessions in your daily Contemplations, the Dream State when you lay the Physical body to rest, or casually throughout the day via a person that may just say a certain phrase, a bird or an animal that will guide you to some place where you need to be. Keeping your attention and awareness on Source Supreme is the key to awakening. Pay attention and stay in the present moment …it’s that simple.
• A Spiritual Experience: “The other evening, after having a very stressful day at work and having a very difficult time falling asleep ~ finally, I fell asleep. Before I knew it, I started getting this oozing sensation like I was a slow-moving jello. Then came a very fast, very intense sensation of ‘extreme speed’. I then began floating around my room and suddenly realized I was in Soul Body.”“I immediately attempted to ‘move’ myself upwards through the ceiling. I remember shooting like a bullet through the roof of the house. I seemed to be speeding like a rocket through some dark, dense void.”I felt a sharp twinge of anxiety and fear. I thought to myself, ”Oh, my God, I’m losing it, I’m out of control!” I screamed, “DapRen, please save me. Everything went blank.”

“The next thing I knew, I was sitting somewhere reading a very important book, even though I can’t remember it’s content now. Then out of nowhere DapRen grabbed my shoulders and pressed 
His forehead against mine. This resulted in a very warm, pulsating wave of energy. It seemed we stayed in this position for hours. I found myself beginning to fall asleep within the dream.”“I woke up with a start. I looked over at the clock and realized to my surprise that only five minutes had passed. I was truly startled.”Taking inventory of this experience, I realized that at that moment I felt so perfectly at ease and very happy, but I don’t know why. All my stress had left and was replaced with a feeling of such ‘lightness’ and ‘satisfaction’ that all my little frustrations and anxieties concerning a situation on my job didn’t matter anymore and looked quite insignificant.”
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The most important thing I brought back from this dream experience was the awareness that during the length of the dream process, I had the overpowering feeling that I was the center of the universe and that nothing could happen to me unless I so desired it to be.”“During the next four days at work, every time I recalled the dream experience and saw DapRen’s ‘intense eyes’, the same feeling of ‘wholeness’ and ‘satisfaction’ permeated my whole Being. I wish I could really explain how it was, but I simply can’t find the words.”“Not only did DapRen give me the Darshan (the gaze of the Master’s upliftment) in this dream state, but I really do believe that He recharged my spiritual battery. The week following this dream I achieved an incredible amount of work on the job and also was able to finish several projects at home.”“The most fantastic part of it was that I only needed about three or four hours of sleep each night during this time. I really think I got a very small taste of what the Spiritual Masters do as a matter of course.”
Initiations: There are 12 Initiations on The Path of The Light and Sound. Actually there are more, but a Physical carbon unit body could not handle that much God-Current. Each Initiation allows a person to gradually open up in Soul like the beautiful petals of a flower and realize their true 
spiritual potential.An Advanced Initiate, through the Master, re-ignites the individual (Soul) with the Life Force, The Sound Current, presenting the opportunity for the individual to consciously awaken and work into the heart of Self and God Realization. Most Initiations will be given on the Inner Realms.When spiritual information is learned on each level, you advance to the next stage of your unfoldment at your own pace.

You must remember you have now entered The Heart of Life. There is no turning back.Every step of the way you will visit a beautiful Crystal Wisdom Palace and learn new Higher Truths from a different Spiritual Master Teacher. You may or may not remember the actual experience but you will realize something special has transpired and begin to notice positive changes in your life.
• A Spiritual Experience: “I remember the very first book discussion I attended pertaining to these Teachings of The Light and Sound. The Spiritual Contemplation Techniques were explained and we were shown how to look gently into our Spiritual Eye. Not knowing what to expect, I followed the oral directions, closed my Physical eyes and placed my attention into the center of my head. Out of the clear blue a man’s face was staring gently into my very Being. Surprised, I opened my eyes in shock; Who was HE?”“Waiting very impatiently for everyone else to finish their Contemplation, I anxiously glanced around the room and noticed a group of pictures placed on the piano. Just then, the group discussion leader brought everyone’s attention back to the Physical. I immediately asked who the man in the white beard was, whose picture was on the piano. For this was the very man who I had just seen in my Contemplation! The book discussion leader explained that this was the Spiritual Traveler Fubbi Quantz, the Teacher at the Katsupari Crystal Wisdom Palace in Northern Tibet where this class was taken in Soul body.”
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“I’m sure you have heard the old saying, “when the student is ready the Master appears;” He did for me and I have been aware of His Presence and guidance ever since this startling, but wonderful experience.”Souls advance in ways that are beyond Human and intellectual understanding. An Advanced Initiate may show up in your life and be completely unrecognizable to you. It is important never to judge anyone or declare you know they are “just a beginner” as this is an error. Someone may have been visiting the Crystal Wisdom Palaces with the Spiritual Masters for years or even lifetimes and yet they have never been outwardly recognized by those who meet them.This judging often happens in organized religious and spiritual groups. I recall one time when Master DapRen was visiting and He overheard a group of students discussing who was an Advanced Initiate and who was “just a beginner.” He gently reminded the group that Advanced Initiates do not reveal who they are and it is inappropriate to label anyone a “beginner” as there are many among us who have been with the Boucharan Masters for lifetimes and they do not participate in any 
formal groups.

Master Teachers you may remember meeting on the Inner Realms at the 

Crystal Wisdom Palaces, or possibly in this Physical Realm. All the Masters on 

the Inner Realms wear the maroon robe of a Boucharan Master.

Rebazar Tarzs: He is very powerfully built Physically and is considered the ‘torchbearer’ of the True Teachings of The Light and Sound. If there is any situation that may arise with the present Master of the Times, Rebazar steps in to assist. At certain times Rebazar may hold the Rod of Power.
Fubbi Quantz: He has immortalized his Physical body so he may instruct at the Katsupari Monastery in Northern Tibet where a special system of rejuvenation is taught.
Gopal Das: He is the Teacher and Guardian of the fourth book of The Shariyat-Ki-Sugmad in the city of Sahasra-dal-Kanwal on the Astral Plane.
Yaubl Sacabi: The Guardian of the second book of The Shariyat-Ki-Sugmad and the Head Master Instructor in the city of Agam Des.
DapRen: It is doubtful you will ever meet DapRen any longer in a Physically appearing form. Even though a Silent One can image-up any form they want. He has advanced to being one of the great 9 Silent Ones. If you do you meet Him you are truly blessed, and will remember Him for your entire experience as Soul. DapRen, when still operating a Physical body, was the Living Master of the Time until His passing into the Higher Realms in 2008.Some of you may remember DapRen by His physical name of Darwin Gross. The three authors of this book worked very closely with Darwin at various times over the many years that He was considered The Master of the Time. Yes, we saw Him do some very strange things, however viewing them from Soul, we realized He did what He had to do for the good of the whole.

Darwin made Human errors, but He never made a mistake. What may have appeared to have been a major blunder was ‘set-up’ for many spiritual students to have a spiritual lesson. Possibly it 
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could take months and even years for an individual to have the realization of what Darwin did and 
had to do.The True Spiritual Boucharan Master takes upon himself the weight of the worries of the entire suffering world. Although He may be ridiculed and persecuted, He is in this world working for the spiritual upliftment of Humanity. The suffering of people steeped in darkness, ignorance and worldly propaganda becomes the Masters suffering and He continues on, no matter how many lies are told 
about Him.If an ordinary person, however great, were to feel even a thousandth part of the Master’s suffering, 
he would go mad. The Master bears this burden to lighten the load of the suffering of the world and 

to give humanity a boost.The Master does not become bound by the karma of the world. He is like the Lotus that always rises above the mud and no matter what obstacles arise, He continues his great work.One of the greatest burdens the Master carries is the awareness of how many false prophets and saviors fill the world. This causes people to turn away from the few true Spiritual Masters. For those who have been deceived by these false teachers, it is truly sad for all of Humanity.
DapRen (Darwin), always said,

“Follow the path of The Light and Sound, not the man.”

Shamus-I-Tabriz: The Master Teacher and Guardian of a section of The Shariyat-Ki-Sugmad on the Causal Realm at the Crystal Palace of Sakapori.
Towart Managi: This Master teachers the wisdom on the Mental Realm located in the city of Mer 
Kailash.

Lai-Tsi: He is the great Master and Guardian of the Crystal Palace in the city of Arhirit located on the Etheric Realm. DapRen always considered Master Lai-Tsi as His personal physician.
Sat Nam: He is the first manifestation of Source Supreme and ruler of the fifth and Soul Realm. He is the Golden power and Light that governs and sustains all regions of Source Supreme.
Tomo Geshig: His form is a Halo of Light and imparts the wisdom on the Sixth Realm.
• A Spiritual Experience: “Many times in my life I read or heard spiritual truth and have not fully understood it. I have found the Dream State an excellent place to learn and have spiritual truth explained under the guidance and direction of a spiritual Teacher.”“In the following Dream State I had the opportunity to have my own direct personal experience as to how Soul (which is inborn and indestructible in man ~ a unit of awareness) can remain detached while the Human side of myself reacts to circumstances and events.”“I had a Dream experience in which I was both the viewer and participant ~ Soul being the viewer. I was in a small boat which was caught up in a tremendous whirlpool and began to sink. Soul was detached and calm, but I was scared. Both feelings were felt at the same time. Later, as I started to drown, the water in my lungs caused tremendous pain. There was a lot of pressure on my chest 
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as I struggled beneath the water. Again Soul remained calm, felt no pain and said how silly it was to fear death, as death was just an illusion. Soul was actually happy and smiled during this entire experience.”“So, I felt fear and anxiety while also feeling calm, relaxed and happy, as though I (Soul) was watching a movie. It was a great experience to feel both sides of the coin at the same time.”“Finally, I washed up on an island and everyone came up to me. I started to gasp for air and tell everyone of my ordeal and the pain in my chest, when Soul mentioned how silly it was to try and get sympathy and reminded me the pain was also an illusion ~ to just drop it. The ordeal was over and I should just go on with my life ~ putting my attention on the more positive aspects of living, learning and growing spiritually.”
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CHAPTER FOUR

CONSCIOUS AWARENESS: THE KEY TO LIFE AND DIVINE LOVE

• A Spiritual Experience: “This Spiritual experience was considered finding a true Spiritual Master and beginning the quest for Spiritual understanding.”“After having a very unusual experience which I later understood was an “out of body experience” and having that experience reveal to me my purpose, I needed to find answers and a way to fulfill 
my purpose.“I didn’t know where to begin, who to talk to or where to look for answers. I wondered if I should go to the church and tell a priest what had happened. The first thing I did was to confide in a close friend. I asked if I should go to a priest and of course the answer was an emphatic “NO! They’ll think you’re crazy and want to commit you.”“I felt a bit like I was out at sea with no compass or navigational gear. And so, I began to search, studying a variety of philosophies and religions, going to lectures and looking for a spiritual guide.”“All the while looking for that something that matched my experience.”“Along the way, I met many wonderful people, encountered teachings that felt more authentic, and found some satisfaction in connecting with thoughts and ideas that were more in tune with my own experience.”“After a bit more than a year, I read a book and encountered the path of Light and Sound (which also offered a Physical Organization). I attended a lecture and as I listened, it was not the words that made the deep connection for me, as a matter of fact, much of what was said went right over my head because I was listening with my Soul. And yet, in an instant, I KNEW I had found IT! The Knowingness was beyond everything and more simply it was a match of vibration and frequency. There was no question, no doubt, I just knew.”
Preparation for Spiritual Advancement

Physically: the Human body is merely a machine, a tool to be used in these Dense Realms. It should be kept in the best working order, just as you would take care of your automobile, etc. By properly exercising, your glands excrete the appropriate chemical balance that enables you to live a healthy life. You release stress and tensions and are able to relax to Contemplate correctly. Find some physical activity you enjoy: walking, swimming, hiking, dancing, or running. You will feel better and have a positive start to really knowing your Self. Always have a physical exam with a competent doctor 

before taking on an exercise program.

Emotionally: Choose a particular discipline every day and consciously work on it. For example: Today, all day I will consciously look only for the good and positive qualities in everyone I meet. You 
may want to do this for a week or month at a time, making it a positive habit and a permanent part of your consciousness.
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Another example could be: Today I will give Divine Love to all. I will give of myself and serve all who come to me. I will view all as Soul, not a Physical person. Take the attention off your Self and be the silent Giver in thought, word and deed.
Mentally: Know that vanity, attachment, anger, greed and lust are your worst enemies. A polluted mind will keep you from entering the Heavenly Realms of consciousness. Learn something of a positive and uplifting nature everyday. Stay away from negative people and news events if possible.
Spiritually: Read the book Source Supreme and practice the Contemplative Techniques daily. Sing the holy word ‘HU’ as much as you can to keep your focus on God, Source Supreme.
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CHAPTER FIVE

TRUTH OR FANTASY

As some of you already realize, this Earth planet is an aquarium containing a vast array of various life forms. Since all ground is holy, we felt a few interesting stories may also intrigue you regarding this subject.The experiences here in this world have been and continue to be guided by The Spiritual Teachers 
and Masters. They have emphasized to pay our own way in the world, take responsibility and make a positive contribution. We have personally done that, and our families live a life devoted to helping Souls while remaining balanced and joyful. Some of what we have experienced and share here may sound like fiction to many, however, these are experiences that are becoming familiar to more people 
around the world. It is unfortunate that through propaganda the Truth has been hidden from the masses and those who step forward are often ridiculed or persecuted.Remember, that when one begins to explore these subjects, staying balanced is essential and that can mean avoiding any intoxicants that could feed delusions. To know and see the truth one must be clear and impeccable.“Earth has been and is frequently visited by advanced Beings, some Humanoid, others Reptilian and Insectoid.”Our Government, as well as World Governments has secretly cooperated with these species for eons. Many past civilizations have been far more advanced than what we have today. What the Governments tell you as far as what technology is available does not reveal the truth: You can add about 150 years to the scientific advancements that are revealed to the public because much is kept from the world to keep people controlled. There is even a top-secret space command fleet that goes back and forth to Mars and other planets in hours. Let’s not forget Stargates that are placed around the planet by advanced Races especially in the Middle East. You can research all this on your own…be sure to ask to be shown the Truth…you will know the difference between the real 
Truth and fantasy.

• A Spiritual Experience of the Unexplained: “For some reason The Masters have always guided me to be in the presence of various Beings other than Humans. I have the ability to know if they are Human or not.”“I do not know the exact number, but thousands of Human children disappear every year. Long Island, the Four Corners area (The Southwestern United States where Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico and Utah meet), certain parts of California, Denver, Colorado, and Las Vegas, Nevada seem to be hubs of these disappearances. Where these children go, and what happens to them, one can only imagine.”“About 30 years ago I met an FBI Agent who specialized in missing children and abduction cases. His attention was focused on a comic book store that made available to children, many teenagers, a live version of a popular fantasy adventure game. I believe it was called Dungeons and Dragons. They would go out of town on a ranch in the middle of the desert for a weekend and/or entire week to play this game in real life. Some of these kids would never return.”
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“This agent told me to be careful and stay out of it, and spent just about his entire career dealing with Human trafficking. The FBI Agent passed away several years ago never really making any headway, except writing a book about his encounters into these situations. From what he told me, these children were either sold as sex slaves, eaten, or experimented upon. This is shared not to frighten anyone, rather to be a wake-up call.”“From Las Vegas, to Area 51, to the Four Corners, to Denver, Colorado and Sedona, Arizona ~ 
under the Hopi Indian Reservation, there is a vast underground tunnel system. Probably more throughout the Country and the World. I know for a fact that Montauk, Long Island has an elaborate tunnel system running to New York.”“I visited my family who, at one time lived on Long Island and we decided to take a trip to Montauk. There is a so-called abandoned Air Force Base called Camp Hero …I say so-called abandoned as it is used underground for very extreme experimentations in time travel, developing psychological warfare techniques, teleportation, and mind control. There is also a portal, similar to a Stargate 
that has allowed negative Reptilian entities to enter into our world. As we drove by the abandoned radar part of the Air Base, an uncontrolled numbness came over my entire Physical body and I fell asleep for about 2-5 minutes. This never happened to me before, so I knew some type of invisible frequency was being broadcasted that affected me.”“The Hamptons and Montauk have very small streets and quaint little towns that attract tourists. We stopped for lunch at a very small and near empty coffee shop.”“When we walked into the eatery I immediately noticed a group of six young people about in their twenties, five males and one female sitting and speaking with each other. They looked at me and felt my presence. They began to whisper to themselves, all the while glancing at me.”“The males were handsome with toned physiques and the female was exceptionally beautiful; slender, great figure, blonde hair, attractive facial features, but it was her eyes that caught my attention. Her pupils were vertical like a cat or reptile. Her bright green eyes met mine and her vibration became very uneasy and nervous. She knew I knew. They whispered some more and quietly got up and left. As they were leaving she took one quick glance at me one more time and I just knowingly smiled.”“She was, without a doubt, a ‘hybrid’ Alien. And most likely the males were too. For some reason I have had many encounters of this type and they are all nervous in my presence.”
• A Spiritual Experience of the Unexplained: “Went to a local movie theater in Vegas (the theater 
is no longer there) and while waiting for the show to let out we were standing in the main lobby. A large Mexican dressed family was sitting down, probably about 6 of them. They all began to look at me and once again became nervous. I picked up their vibration and mentioned them to a friend. I said, “Look at their facial features and their quick body movements.”“We subtly watched them for about 10 minutes and noticed their strange actions, movements that were quick-like, not normal Human actions. Their faces even changed forms and morphing at 
times. Then they all got up, looked at me again, and walked out of the theater without going in to see a movie.”
• A Spiritual Experience of the Unexplained: “Sedona, Arizona about 1989 a friend and myself went to give several book discussions regarding the Teachings of The Light and Sound. One afternoon 
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riding toward the Hotel Enchantment in Boynton Canyon, we stopped at a small cut-off about a mile before reaching the Hotel.”“We decided to stop and take a brief walk and enjoy the magnificent scenery. It was very peaceful, clear still skies, and no one else around. My friend and I exited the car and began to walk, I turned and she was gone and I was also off the hiking trail far from the car. This all happened in an instant. I was very disorientated and kept yelling her name, saying, “Where are you”. She was doing the same and we could barely hear each other calling our names. We were separated approximately an eighth of a mile from each other on different hiking trails.”My friend explains: “Even though we were on a path, it was not level ground and so I watch 
where I walk to keep from tripping or falling. I looked at the ground as I took a step ~ then nothing. How come when we were walking close together we got so far apart and ended up in different places. Why weren’t we transported together? Did we each step into a different portal?”“I could hear you calling me but I had no idea where you were, nor where I was for that matter. I was not in the same place where I took my last step. I had no idea where I was or how I got there. In the space of taking one step I was suddenly in a different place. You kept calling me and I finally got sense enough to answer you. When we met up you were as confused as I was. Neither of us had any answers as to what had just happened. We started back to the car and realized that we were very far away from it. We had been pretty close to the vicinity of the car when all this started. Now we were really far away from it.”

“I never had any sensation of movement or of being moved. In the time of taking one step I went 

from here to there, and ‘there’ was very far away from where I was.”“We were able to locate each other by following the sound of our voices. When we finally met up, at the exact same time we both said, “What just happened?”“To this very day we still talk about the incident. My only explanation is that we walked through some invisible portal that moved us about very rapidly. It appears that we each stepped into a different portal while we were walking together, with just being a step or two ahead of each other on the narrow path, and we ended up in different places so far away being transported at the same time, but not together.”“I asked some of the local residents of Sedona if they knew of other people who may have had a similar experience. They told me that there is some sort of time warp portal that moves around in that area. This is all I can tell you about this.”“I asked Master DapRen about many of my so-called unexplainable experiences and He would say, ‘leave it be.” I do remember Him saying to me ‘not to be to so inquisitive, as it’s best to leave certain things alone.” “He would also say to me “You did what?” and would just shake His head as to say, “wow are you protected!”
Always watch what you say and do.

Keep your attention on Source Supreme.
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CHAPTER SIX

THE MYSTERIOUS WORD ~ “KARMA”

Karma is simply the ancient metaphysical word for ‘Cause and Effect’. ‘Balance’ is the rhythm of life.Cause, Effect and Balance go hand in hand. They are the cosmic interchange in all transactions in all the worlds. Effect is always seeking to find stability through instability, but always Balances 

through stability.

In Source Supreme, Chapter 4, “Awakening 3: Polarity and Opposites,” page 27~34, an understanding of Karma is put forth. It clearly and precisely explains the aspects of the Three Currents of Cause, Effect and Balance: Positive, Negative and Passive Neutral. Please read this Chapter for a greater 
understanding and begin to make it part of your life.Karma is often spoken of as seeds – “as you sow, so shall ye reap.” This helps us understand that only an apple seed produces an apple tree. Only seeds of poison ivy can produce a poison ivy bush. The karmic seeds we sow are usually a large mix that brings forth fields of both happiness and suffering. No one other than your Self can sow seeds into your field of consciousness. Most people’s lives are like fields with apple trees, flowers, weeds and vines of poison ivy, all growing together in 
one lifetime.

Since karma does carry forward from past lifetimes, it can appear mysterious. “Who 

would ever sow such a seed to have this in my life?” This is a common question.Denial, guilt, anger and blaming others for your current life conditions are common Human maladies. When this arises, return to the Self-Contemplations on Forgiveness in the book Source Supreme. There is also family, generational and cultural karma that impacts your lives so the best approach is 
to be gentle while still moving forward with your head up and eyes wide open.How quickly karma ripens depends on the causes and conditions of each seed planted. One of the primary benefits of awakening is to learn to protect yourself and others from the negative karma of this Kali Yuga. You can learn to crush the seeds of karma before they ripen by practicing the Self-
Contemplations outlined in the Source Supreme book.When we meet a True Living Master or an Advanced Initiate, the ripening of our karmic seeds can be accelerated. This is true for positive or negative karma. Consider what causes a seed to grow.The proper causes and conditions must be present, such as sunlight, water, or shade. Some karmic 
seeds lay dormant for a very long time (sometimes lifetimes) and when they ripen, the individual can insist this is not something of their own creation.Because a True Spiritual Master and Advanced Initiates transmit a higher frequency of Divine Love, when in their Presence, the karmic seeds ripen more quickly. Remember, it is Divine Love that is always drawing everything to the Source Supreme, so the karma is being resolved. Although it may feel like a punishment, it is not. The Source Supreme never punishes, it only loves all of Creation. This is one reason that most of the True Spiritual Masters and Advanced Initiates have lived quietly, 
away from the masses.
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An Advanced Initiate may appear aloof, however, they have great love for all Souls and often they know what karma is coming for an individual. It is rare that a True Spiritual Master or AI will ‘crush or dissolve’ the karma of anyone because it is up to the individual to awaken and do this for themselves. When we wake up and realize how personal ingrained habits cause problems, only then does a person truly shed all negativity. Karmic patterns are often shared by families and cultural groups and are reinforced by using the same speech and celebrating or rejecting the same values.
• A Spiritual Experience: “Be careful what you ask for, you may get it.” In the first year of studying under Master DapRen, I read that karma would be accelerated and burned off quickly on this path and that was a good thing because it was the way to achieve Self and God Realization.”“I decided that I wanted my karma to burn up quickly so I made an inner request saying, “I want to be slapped up the side of the head anytime I am creating negative karma, so I can learn how to bring blessings instead of suffering to those in this world.”

“I lived in Albany, NY with a roommate and she was a delight to me in so many ways. The one area where we didn’t agree was watching TV shows. She loved to have the TV blaring with all the comedy and dramas. I liked quiet and found the TV disturbing. Our apartment was small and this was in 1971, so we didn’t have headphones or any fancy equipment to accommodate our differences. One evening she was watching TV and I was in our small kitchen ready to make a tuna sandwich.”“I was also thinking how annoying the TV was and how could she be entertained by that foolishness. As I was opening the can of tuna fish, it literally flew out of my hands into the air and the can and all of the tuna splattered all over me. Instantly I knew it was because I asked to be slapped whenever I was creating negative karma from harsh and unkind thoughts. It was a powerful lesson and I was grateful to have it so early in my spiritual practice.”
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CHAPTER SEVEN

MUSIC AND SOUND

We start off this Chapter with understanding Music.Music was near and dear to Master DapRen and He knew how important good music could connect an individual to the Original Sound Current, the HU. When He would perform on the vibraphone, with the ring of just one or two notes, He would immediately take you into the Higher Realms. As He continued to play a song, He knew how to manipulate the sound frequencies and send out magnified positive vibrations.The quality of the music you listen to determines the quality of your life, your world, and your environment. Music can make you happy, make you cry, inspire you to do great things and influence 
your thoughts and emotions. Musical vibrations stir your emotions and stimulate your imagination. Music is a form of energy, vibrations, frequencies, and color is visual sound. It is Sound that animates 
all life.

Music can influence a person to do positive or negative things.AI’s and SM’s are very fond of quality music. They appreciate soft sounds and fine color; music that has a beautiful melody, warm harmonies that complement the melody, timbre (tonal quality), and rhythm that soothes Soul. Good music is a living universal language and can provide a positive 
healing environment.A well-balanced person, after learning the proper methods of quality music, transforms him/her Self into the musician who learns the master techniques of Anticipation, Suspense and Texture. These three qualities of music are revealed to those only who know the magic of sound and vibrations.Music must first speak to the player before it can communicate anything to the listener. Over the course of time, if the musician listens to the Inner Master he learns how to attune one’s self to the beautiful sounds that lie within. The true musician learns to be still and listen to the Original Sound Current that gently guides him/her to re-create these uplifting sounds for the good of all.Unfortunately, the music industry of today also understands the power of manipulated sound and the effects it has on Humans. The industry is controlled by negative Alien Beings, who have purposely attacked the Human youth on all levels with vulgar music. These Creatures realize that manipulated sound through music is the most powerful force on this planet and this is why they go after the youth. The AI and SM will have nothing to do with noise.The Human becomes upset when confronted with chaotic music or with what is known as polyphonic music: many sounds in one main stream. The Human has become enslaved to one way of living, a slave of a fixed habit of nature, and cannot leave this established thought pattern although 
he/she may try dozens of different methods of philosophies, religions, and or spiritual paths to break free of this sort of mental aberration which has been purposely implanted in their aura, the magnetic field that surrounds them.Rap, Hip-Hop, loud Metallic music, even certain Classical pieces destroy an individual and throw the Physical organs out of sync with the natural rhythms of Source Supreme, the HU. This type of 
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music and the crude manipulation of sounds, bring out the base, coarse animal instincts in the Human, causing violence, anger, and drug and alcohol addiction. Instead of using music to uplift the Human Soul, the negative forces purposely control the music industry to control the Human Race. The unsuspecting and weak-minded individual, more than likely, will turn to drugs to escape the damaging effects caused by the impropriate sounds and manipulated vibrations.
Should the use of marijuana be legalized, which has already been implemented in a few States, this 

Country, and the World, as a whole will become passive and weakened.Creatures and various entities, as mentioned, feed off the weak-minded Soul’s energy controlling the unaware and uninitiated. These lost-Souls wander through life without a purpose. They are slaves to the negative force. Music is only one aspect these Creatures use for control of the Human species, but it is the most powerful one. Repetition makes it so. Be aware.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

THE QUALITIES AND CHARACTERISTICS OF A SPIRITUALLY ADVANCED 
INITIATE AND SPIRITUAL MASTER OF THE ORDER OF THE BOUCHARAN

• A Spiritual Experience: “Over the years, I continued to have my experiences with this Higher Presence, my Guardian Angel and I was led to many books that gave me a mental understanding of religions and psychic phenomena. Then one day, I guess this Higher Presence felt I was ready. Ready to begin the greatest adventure of my life ~ my true Spiritual training.”“I will always remember the wonderful encounter. I came home from work very tired and decided to take a nap. As I laid my body down on the bed, I asked my Guardian Angel to take me on a journey and show me the ‘Inner Worlds’.”“A drowsy numbness began to tingle and spread throughout my entire Physical body closing off 
the senses to this world. The Blue Light appeared in my inner vision at my Spiritual eye (the spot between your brow in the center of your head) and a great feeling of warmth and love surged over my entire Being.”

“The next thing I knew, I was standing before this luminous Man who was emanating the most wonderful SOUND. He was holding the reins of two enormous pure white eagles and motioned for me to get on. I had no fear for I recognized this Man as my Guardian Angel and totally trusted Him. His ice blue eyes gazed into mine sending a chill up my spine and then He spoke, “My name is DapRen, your spiritual guide.”“As I climbed aboard the huge bird, I remember ‘thinking’ to myself, “I can’t believe this is happening.” Just then DapRen said aloud, “It is, let’s go.” We were immediately projected into a darkened sky that soon became lighted by a million sparkling stars.”“The eagles soared effortlessly through the universes as the wind rushed upon my face and through my hair. The sensation was far greater than anything I had experienced Physically. I understood how one might get trapped in this Astral Realm and ‘think’ they have reached the Godhead.”“Suddenly, my attention was focused upon a most beautiful mountain grove, vividly green with grass and trees, overlooking a gigantic sea splashing against the rocks far below. We dismounted the eagles and walked to the front of a magnificent White Crystal Palace Structure. The entry way had strong round pillars and the floor was made of an exceptionally clean glass-like marble. I sensed immediately that this place was some sort of a great school, unlike any school I had experienced on Earth.”
“Another luminous Man, dressed in a knee length maroon robe was waiting for us. He stood about six feet tall, very powerfully built and had clean short black hair and a beard. His deep black eyes looked right through me; time stood still! I also recognized Him just as I recognized my Guardian Angel and needed no introduction. However, DapRen said, “I believe you know Rebazar Tarzs, the great Spiritual Traveler who is responsible for the spiritual unfoldment for all the Physical Universes.”“We exchanged greetings, then Rebazar Tarzs gestured for DapRen and I to sit down. I especially 

remembered the serenity and balminess of this day for it was overwhelming. I never felt more at peace or at ease. Rebazar Tarzs began to speak and I melted into His every word.”“The rest of this inner journey is very sacred and personal to me, and He imparted to me much knowledge about the other Realms and the various Crystal Wisdom Schools on each Realm.”
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“He said that in each Wisdom school I would learn much about being a Multi-Dimensional Being: The Divine Light and Sound Current, Personal Effort, Sincerity, Unselfishness, Common Sense, developing a Positive Attitude and Focused Attention, Balance, Correct Inner-Speech, Devotion, Appreciation, Thankfulness, Respect, Giving, Divine Love, Detachment, Honesty, Loyalty, The Time-Track, Initiations, the special advanced Siddhis and mostly how to operate from your True Self, Soul. He also mentioned how one would be taught how to purify a polluted mind from its’ five passions; Vanity, Attachment, Anger, Greed and Lust.”“It was then I decided to take the ‘next step’ with my spiritual commitment.”
Here is a clarification of the three types of Blessed Spiritual 

Initiates who make a commitment to awaken in this lifetime:

1-A new Initiate is learning to Awaken and Contemplate correctly stepping into the Higher Realms. The Initiate may have the extra assistance of a more Advanced Initiate that will gladly show them 
the workings of the Inner and Outer Realms. They will also be shown and trained in regards to the 

workings of the Dense Realms and how to eliminate karma. They will learn how to use the gift of the imagination faculty via ‘mockups’ in a positive way.The sincere Initiate will be shown how to become the likeness of God, The Source Supreme, through imagery, feeling and being. To Be or Just Be is the key to full spiritual attainment. They will learn that the Psychic senses are only Astral senses. The Spiritual senses are completely different from the Psychic; The Spiritual senses are the knowing and feeling qualities within one’s Self. If the individual feels they are ready to make the spiritual commitment and meets an AI, they may request an Initiation, but cannot request any other Higher Initiations. Future Higher Initiations will be determined and recommended by the AI.
Knowing and Divine Love are the highest qualities of Soul.

• A Spiritual Experience: “As I fell asleep one evening I had a very lucid and vivid Dream adventure. I was met by Master DapRen who took me to an incomplete construction site. I looked around and thought that this was a strange place to take me, but I looked for my lesson.”“As I was stepping over broken boards and some pieces of concrete, a Being so bright came from behind a wall that He almost blinded me. He was very powerful, fully golden in color, bald and had arm bands around His biceps. He appeared to be an American Indian in nationality. Then I realized He was SAT NAM.”
2-The Soul Initiates, (SI) through personal effort and responsibility, have established themselves above the Dense Realms, (Physical, Astral, Casual, Mental, Etheric). They begin to operate from the 5th or Soul Realm, and become capable of continually working from this lofty position. A Soul Initiate is an Awakened Soul who understands the spiritual principles and attempts to consistently operate life from their True Self.

The SI should inspire the uninitiated and send out a vibration to establish a subtle peace of mind 

and a tranquil heart. Joy and dignity must radiate from within an SI to all.
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The SI learns how to control their own Psychic Space; meaning how to make things happen correctly in their life without interfering with others. They can place their spiritual body ABOVE a situation that may need to be altered, and from this lofty viewpoint move the players in the scene around to make a more positive outcome, like a director guiding the actors in a movie.
It would be like looking high above a sports stadium and manipulating the players in more favorable positions for a better outcome for themselves or the team, like moving chess pieces around 

on a board.The SI might even learn how to maneuver world situations for the good of the whole, only if instructed to do so by the 9 Silent Ones or the True Masters, otherwise personal karma will come into play. While in this position, the SI is able to view situations from Soul and alter personal Psychic Space to their benefit as well as the spiritual benefit of others.
3-The Spiritually Advanced Initiate is considered a fully Awakened Operating Atom working from 
the 11th, 12th or possibly even a Higher Finer Realm.This section will focus on the responsibilities and understanding the Advanced Initiate and a Boucharan Spiritual Master.A Spiritually Advanced Initiate (AI) may or may not be considered a fully recognized Boucharan Spiritual Master (SM). They will probably not have an organization or a following, nor do they 
want one. The AI, however, may be on the verge of stepping into full Mastership.These Advanced Spiritual Beings may not even be of Human origin or have a Human form, however they may take a different form or possibly a different looking humanized carbon unit. Do not confuse an Initiate of the spiritual path with a Spiritually Advanced Initiate or Boucharan Master. Spiritually Advanced Initiates have extreme power, amazing Self-control, discipline and discernment in all areas of their personal lives as well as all the Realms of Source Supreme. They have earned the right through unwavering service and personal responsibility.

Once a Soul reaches this high spiritual level via personal effort and Initiation, living only for The 

Source Supreme is paramount.An AI can switch the attention from the Physical body to Soul at any moment. They can operate on any Realm instantly. Yes, of course it takes practice.
However, it is so simple it eludes most people:Consciousness equals Awareness equals Attention.
When the Soul body gives attention to something or continually views a picture within, the Physical 

eventually experiences it. Another way of looking at it is, if the Real Self, Soul, keeps looking at the so-

called inner or outer picture the attention draws the Physical body and other Dense bodies into that 

orbit. Attitude determines the result.

Source Supreme cannot be imagined as an image like some Being, because when visited in ITs 

entirety, IT is pure energy.A Spiritually Advanced Initiate or True Boucharan Spiritual Master operates from Soul either in a male or female body. However, due to the anatomical structure of the male and female body type, and other specific reasons, only a male unit can hold the full powerful Spiritual Sound Current known as 
The Rod of Power. This is bestowed upon The Boucharan Master of the Time directly by The 9 Silent Ones or Source Supreme ITSelf.
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The Spiritually Advanced Initiate or True Boucharan Master always builds upon his previous Master Teacher’s work never deviating from the true spiritual principles or starting another path.Individual Souls who have had spiritual experiences and are in the process of awakening will recognize a highly evolved AI or SM by their immense power flows of Divine Love. A Soul on the verge of awakening may even ‘hear’ or actually ‘feel’ the Divine Sound Current enhanced while in the presence of an AI and will be very uplifted by the Lightness of Divine Love. The pace of an individual’s world becomes ‘quickened’ and changes in the life of the Truth Seeker begin to happen very rapidly. This change is neither positive or negative, it is just change, for their spiritual growth.Most Humans however will not immediately recognize an AI or SM for several reasons:
1-They are not spiritually prepared in this lifetime.

2-Their consciousness has not yet been developed.
3-They have been mind-washed into following a false path, religion or political group with a phony leader, which holds them back in this lifetime. Propaganda and fear are the tools of ruthless negative people that captivate the unsuspecting, uninitiated Soul.The average person may also not recognize the True AI or SM outwardly, except for one extremely 

important factor; the AI or SM’s eyes will emanate a luminous piercing gaze, sometimes known as 

the gaze of the Master. This gaze will give the effect of timelessness and will appear that the AI is looking right through you. All the power of Source Supreme flows through the AI or SM and will 
usually uplift and heal a person in need.An AI is the pure channel for the Divine Love of the Spiritual power of the Sound Current. Source Supreme has granted this act of upliftment directly to the AI. The AI and SM have earned the right 
to dispense the primal spiritual power and have the supreme authority and ability to work with an 

individual on the Inner and Outer Realms.Wherever an AI or SM travels there is always great change, due to the furious fight and clash between the positive and negative currents. The AI is the pure polarized channel for the spiritual power; therefore the negative is always attacking the AI in various ways.These attacks can manifest Physically in many ways: There may be unusual and drastic changes 
in the weather, upheavals in neighborhoods, families, the region or a government.Some AI’s have been granted, and have developed, certain special spiritual abilities that may seem miraculous to the average person. They can raise their kundalini powers at will in a special way known only and instructed by the Boucharan. This ability enables the AI to make a greater 
‘impression’ upon Divine Spirit to assist a deserving individual or adjust certain world situations for the good of the whole, only if directed to do so. If this ability is practiced or used too often, the kundalini fire can consume the AI in a detrimental way and cause him/her irreversible physical suffering and psychological damage. Therefore this ability is used with much discretion. This ability and other Siddhis are not taught openly. Spiritual powers are never discussed and only other aware AI’s may realize what is or has happened. The AI will never reveal his or her special 

abilities. If a Siddhi is recognized by another AI, they may just smile at each other with Divine Love and affection realizing that a beautiful spiritual interchange transpired.
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Make no mistake; all AI’s KNOW if you speak the Truth. You cannot ‘fool’ an AI. They have the unique ability to resonate with others and can read a person’s aura (the magnetic field that surrounds the Physical and Dense bodies of any individual) in an instant and decipher whether or not a person 
is positive, negative, telling the Truth, and is worthy of upliftment.AI’s immediately know what Realm a person is working from. For instance, when a person says in a sentence I ‘think’ , an AI knows that person is working from the Mental Plane. If a person over reacts to various situations and may cry, etc., the AI knows the person is operating on the Astral or 
Emotional level.Every gesture when meeting someone on any level, (Physically, Emotionally, Mentally, or in Soul) 
has an important meaning to an AI, and they know what a person needs, but will not interfere, as 

it is against spiritual law. Rather, the AI becomes a mirror and reflects back the person’s own ‘short comings’ or may bring out a short story relating to a positive principle to get the people to look at themselves. Eventually, with the assistance of Divine Spirit, the person sees the aberration and erases it from his Dense bodies so they can move on with their spiritual development.
The AI will always attempt to bring out the best in the individual to get him or her to operate 

from Soul.Being in public places, or in crowds is extremely difficult for the AI or SM. Too much negativity 
and emotionalism from the people is overwhelming and very draining on the AI. The AI attempts to avoid such places as concerts, sports stadiums, supermarkets, nightclubs, festivals, parties, etc..The Solar Plexus (Discussed in the book Source Supreme, Chapter Two, page 18), near the stomach area of the Physical body, is the seat of emotions and the Sun of the Physical body. It assists the Physical nervous system to understand vibrations and dispenses information throughout the Physical body. This is where the AI ingests the emotions of the people that are near by. Being empathetic, sensitive and having an open aura, the AI may ‘take on’ some of the ailments of the people and must have sufficient time to retreat to solitude as quickly as possible to get the negativity into the positive spiritual stream so it dissolves. Aches, pains, infections, swollen glands, flu symptoms, and especially back, spine and nerve injuries can be devastating to an AI and SM. It is a must that the AI has time to be alone, Contemplate and directly commune with Source Supreme.The life of an AI is continually affected by world conditions, and an AI’s ability to recognize vibrations and various frequencies that may influence the AI’s thoughts and moods must be 

controlled. Fortunately the AI is a powerful Being who has experienced almost all that life has had to offer and can rise above most negativity. The AI is able to detect and recognize the subtle vibrations and frequencies that are undetectable by the five senses of a normal Human Being.
Negativity and the emotion of fear is the food that various Alien factions, Creatures, and Entities 

attempting to control the Human Race and this planet create and feed upon. These Creatures need 

these elements to survive and perpetuate their negative agendas. It is their nature.

• A Spiritual Experience: “Boucharan Master of the Time, DapRen, before ‘translating’ in 2008 (passing into the Higher Worlds to become a Silent One) unselfishly and amazingly assisted a group of His spiritual students. After nearly 20 years of being His close associate, personal friend and AI, 
He sent me away with no explanation. DapRen then gathered a group of His other students who had various and serious Physical, Emotional and Mental ailments, removed their ailments into His own Physical body and dissolved them into the cosmic stream when He left this Earth Plane. A noble act 
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beyond comprehension, which I truly doubt any of His students, to this day, realized what He did for them.”AI’s must always follow the directions of Source Supreme even if it is to the detriment of the AI. There is no turning down a directive from a Silent One, The Masters or Source Supreme of ITSelf. An AI unwaveringly serves the Spiritual Hierarchy without exception.An AI is usually drained of energy from just about everyone, either from what is known as ‘psychic vampires’ who consciously feed off of other people’s energy, or by just taking on too much from others. This is why an AI or SM needs solitude. The AI must have quiet time to dispense of the psychic junk of others who may knowingly or unknowingly pass on their negativity to anyone they may encounter.When an AI has the opportunity to be alone they will retreat into the High Spiritual Realms and escape from the Dense Realms of matter, energy, space and time to gain a little healing and some bliss. This is a rare treat, as they are always ‘on call’ to assist Divine Spirit in various matters.AI’s know how to protect themselves from psychic attacks and if they choose the AI could swiftly destroy the attacker, however they use kinder methods and let the negative attacker learn his/
her own lesson, for what one sends out in thought, word or deed will always return to the sender whether it is positive or negative. One day, when they least expect it, the negative person’s rubber band of uncontrolled nastiness will snap!
• A Spiritual Experience: “My wife and I planned a long awaited four day vacation, combined with a short business trip. She took a plane and flew that afternoon from Las Vegas, Nevada to Phoenix, Arizona to put the finishing touches on some prior business transactions. After work I was to drive to Phoenix and meet her at a pre-arranged motor lodge.”“I prepared at home for my six hour drive with a contemplation. Sitting in a comfortable chair, I took several deep breaths and let go of all the tensions of the day. I gently closed my eyes and gathered all my energy and attention on my Spiritual Eye. A numbness came over my Physical body and the warmth and love began to pulse through my Being as the Presence of DapRen drew near.”“My inner sight flooded with His Radiant Form and as the SOUND roared, I began to ride the waves, returning from where they came. Silently I asked DapRen to take me into the Pure Positive God Realms. We exchanged a great amount of love and I was deeply thankful. We merged in Soul and in an instant I was propelled through a wondrous Golden Portal. I traveled higher and faster, remembering passing through at least seven more of these brightly illuminated Golden Portals, expanding in consciousness as I went through each one. The love and bliss was indescribable. IT can only be experienced.”“The SOUND became very still, like being in the eye of a storm. I almost couldn’t stand the joy, as my bodies and the worlds faded away. My love for all life was overwhelming.”“An eternity had passed and I regained some Physical awareness. I managed to gather my things for the drive to Phoenix and off I went.”“I must say I lost all perception of time and while driving through the desert, my connection with The LIGHT and SOUND intensified once more. I sang the sacred name of God, Source Supreme, HU (Hugh) and expanded into the God Realms, this time maintaining a dual consciousness (being aware of being in two places at the same time).”“I finally made it to Phoenix and joined my wife sometime late that evening …we had a wonderful four days together. The joy and love spilled over from me as I declared myself a pure channel for this 
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experience, for Divine Spirit. I watched with great happiness as all the people we met shared this Divine love and this High Conscious State. It’s truly a great privilege to be used by Source Supreme and Divine Spirit and I am very thankful.”At times an AI will appear to have excessive weight gains near the Solar Plexus and stomach area which help to buffer incoming negative energies. This also acts as an additional form of a shield of protection in conjunction with the AI’s advanced protection techniques, as well as the AI’s special protection from The 9 Silent Ones.When an AI usually awakens from a brief nap to recharge, you would think a healing occurs for them. Not true. The AI still has many aches, pains and bruises that are not of their own. These ills are from the various negative attacks encountered by the negative forces of the Dense Psychic Realms. The AI may still be helping an individual for their betterment and spiritual advancement.
No one, and I mean no one, truly understands what an AI or SM goes through.AI’s really don’t care about themselves; they only care about the directions from The 9 Silent Ones, The Masters and Source Supreme. Most of the time they ignore their own needs and are constantly 

doing for others, whether the average person realizes it or not. In reality the AI walks through the Dense Worlds accumulating the vibrations, frequencies, emotions, mental thought forms and karma of others. The AI then dissolves them into the cosmic stream of The Light and Sound.The AI or SM is completely honest in all their dealings with everyone, even if the Truth may be 
painful to an individual. Their ‘word’ is their bond. Simplicity, Sincerity, unconditional Divine Love 
and Humility are four of the highest virtues of an AI. The AI is brutally honest and frank when asked to make a comment or express an opinion. However, the AI does not give advice. So be very careful what you ask of an AI as you may not like what the outcome may be. It will always be the Truth, if 
the AI says anything at all.

The greatest trait of an AI or SM is that of Humility and they do 

not consider themselves Masters or above any individual.They realize that there is much to learn and that Source Supreme and Divine Spirit does the work through them. They are only a vehicle for IT. Deep humility is one of their greatest traits.An AI or SM can be moody, cranky, and are very detached, because they may have taken on too much and this could reflect through their personal life and actions. They have zero tolerance for selfish or self-pitying behavior and will not associate with this type of narcissistic person. An AI only wants to 
bring out the best in someone knowing that negative traits will disappear, rather dissolve by doing so. Most of an AI’s work is done with the downtrodden. Very rarely does an AI have anything to do with the so-called influential type person.An AI or SM makes his own way in this world and asks nothing of any one. The AI may have an occupation in total opposition of one who might think a spiritually Advanced Being should have. That would be judgmental, and no one has the right to judge another or pray or think of what they may need 

or do to support themselves or their families. As long as a person follows the true principles of Divine Spirit and Source Supreme…that is what matters.
Remember, Spiritually Advanced Beings/Initiates are laws unto themselves because pure imagery 

is their experience. They work and correct their own day-to-day karma.
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An AI may appear egotistical, but an AI is usually 99.9 percent right in all their actions all the time, this is a fact and is true. The first realizations of an AI are always correct unless they slip and allow the ‘mind’ to interfere and toss around the thought form, then the AI may begin to doubt themselves. By bypassing the thought processes and operating from Soul the AI immediately KNOWS 

the motives and intentions of other people and situations.At times, AI’s will even allow themselves to be used, knowingly of course, by another person, if the AI feels it will help the person reach a higher state of awareness. But again don’t be fooled, the AI is no sucker. When the AI gives in silent word, deed or finances, the AI expects nothing in return.
The AI gives with NO strings attached.The AI’s wish is that the person who is helped will learn from the gift and will move on with their spiritual advancement. If the person doesn’t learn from the AI’s act of kindness, the AI will move on to someone else allowing the first person to struggle on their own until they learn their spiritual specific experience.As mentioned prior, a Spiritually Advanced Initiate takes direction either from the 9 Silent Ones or The Source Supreme. Once the AI has reached a certain level of Initiation there is no turning back, saying ‘I can’t’ or saying ‘I won’t be able to do this or that’. The AI must follow the exact commands given for the good and betterment of the whole. The AI does whatever it takes to accomplish the mission or assignment, which are many and various. These duties are executed in silence.If fortunate, The SM or AI may have one or two trusted friends, probably other AIs that understand the actions and life of an AI.

• A Spiritual Experience: “An AI loves animals and, if possible will have a dog, cat or both as loveable friends and companions. However, these animals are highly developed spiritually and extremely intelligent. They communicate Soul to Soul with the AI.”
“Always treat your dog or cat as an advanced spiritual Being.”Speak to them as if they were Human, but mostly communicate with each other as much as you can Soul to Soul.

• A Spiritual Experience: “I awakened early one rainy morning, walked to the living room and opened the siding glass door to allow the fresh scent of rain to filter throughout the house. I then went back into the bedroom to Contemplate.”“A while later, I was jolted back into my Physical body from the loud and ferocious barking of our two German Shepard’s who were extremely protective of my wife. I immediately sensed that an intruder had taken advantage of the sliding glass door being open and had entered the house.”“As I reached the living room, my eyes fastened upon a small thin orange Tabby cat sitting motionless in the middle of the carpet with our two huge dogs growling in his face. The little fellow who had the appearance of a miniature tiger (and he truly is/was a spiritual tiger) did not react at all to the dogs’ threatening advances. He sat perfectly still.”
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“The cat was very cold, undernourished and drenched from the pouring rain; a sad sight, however there was something very ‘special’ about him. I realized that he was communicating to me AND the dogs Soul to Soul.
He knew the dogs would not harm him as he constantly sustained and flowed forth with a very high vibration of pure Divine love. I was amazed, as he filled the house with a soothing calmness that uplifted us all into a bond of love. Tiger, as we called him, was an extremely spiritual cat!”“By this time my wife had joined us and instantly fell in love with him. Tiger looked at all of us and simply conveyed Soul to Soul; “I’m wet, I’m hungry, I love you and I want to stay.” We asked Divine Spirit for an attitude adjustment between the dogs and Tiger. Almost instantly the dogs calmed down as spiritual warmth and love filled our home. Everyone became the best of friends.”

• A Spiritual Experience: “A spiritual student, who was very ill with breast cancer, visited our home. This took place many years ago. She became very tired and decided to lie down on the sofa. Our beloved cat Tara, who at that time was about 20 years old, jumped up on the sofa and lay across her chest area. They both went to sleep in that position for about an hour or so. When she woke she 
was well rested and said she felt extremely good, the best she felt in a very long time. We found out several weeks later that she had another X-ray and breast exam and the doctor could not explain how the cancer was totally gone. Yes, animals too have special abilities and are used by Divine Spirit to heal and in other various ways.”

Always have a love for all life and treat your little friends as equals. Animals do have a Heavenly 

Realm and a Master, Prajapati, who cares for them and guides their spiritual unfoldment.

Kinship With All Life by J. Allen Boone is an excellent book regarding loving relationships with your animal friends. Harper and Row Publishing, New York. Available in Hardcover (1954 ) or Paperback (1976).To some people the AI may appear rude, nasty and possibly crude at times, they may even use swear words, but one must understand and remember it is not the true AI’s character that exerts these actions. A SM or AI might blurt something out that may be totally out of character, for emotions or negativity can be detrimental to an AI’s health on all levels if pent up and not released. The AI 
may say or do things that must be released through the Physical body. A persons’ negative thought forms and emotions must be destroyed as quickly as possible otherwise any person including an AI can develop serious consequences such as Physical diseases, Emotional and Mental instability that could develop into violence or insanity.An AI does not ingest recreational drugs such as pills for getting ‘high’ or ‘low’, nor does the AI smoke cigarettes, marijuana or drink alcohol. The SM and AI know that these drugs alter your mind, state of conscious awareness and dull your senses. However, if you may have a Physical ailment, and if properly prescribed by a competent physician, certain medications may be beneficial for you when consciously used. Remember, your body doesn’t lie so listen to it and take direction from Soul, your true Self.

If you do not like what has been medically prescribed for you, and you have a 

negative reaction, don’t take it. Contact your Physician immediately.
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An AI does not like confrontations and will attempt to resolve situations immediately. If the AI has a difference of opinion with a loved one, or anyone for that matter, the AI or SM lets it go instantly and it is not carried through minutes, hours or the day. It is over. Period.The AI finds most Physical, Emotional and Mental actions by Human’s including, wars, rituals, dogma and traditions of the World that the AI operates in ridiculous. Examples: Parades, make-shift memorials (candles, teddy bears and flowers marking where a person had an accident and died), grave yards, award ceremonies, etc., and days of honoring individual Humans. Award acceptant speeches always begin thanking Jesus or God. Jesus or God have nothing to do with these fiascos. In this World it’s whom you know and what they can get out of you and vice versa. At times, the SM and AI will find these things very funny or an irritant.The SM or AI is the ultimate ‘giver’. You cannot out do an AI or SM. If you give to an AI in any way, 
like sending love, good will, a gift, or money, it will return to you 100 fold.

An AI abhors drama, cruelty, tragedies, psychic vampires, liars, rules, controlling 

people, routines and clutter. There is nothing more to be said about this.

The SM and AI are not attached to anything.

The True Spiritual Teaching is ‘Detachment’.The AI knows that there are no coincidences in life and at times synchronicity plays a valuable part in validating certain aspects of the AI’s mission. While working on various projects in the Dense Worlds, certain numbers may keep being noticed by the AI indicating special meanings only for him or her. For instance, seeing the repeating numbers on a clock or when opening a computer, looking at the time on your watch, you may see numbers such as 111 or 1111 this could mean that a Spiritual Gateway is opening and/or special Spiritual Advancement is becoming available to the AI. The numbers 333 could mean that the AI should pay special attention at that very moment as The Masters or 9 Silent Ones are about to communicate or are communicating inwardly with the AI.
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CHAPTER NINE

THE FORTUNATE SOUL

The fortunate Soul who is able to recognize an AI or SM can break free of the circle of reincarnation and recognize his/her true purpose for living. Through the Sacred Initiation the AI and/or SM ignites a Soul and reconnects it to the Divine Sound Current. The Soul then begins to practice the Spiritual Techniques (found in the book Source Supreme) and once again is placed upon the proper way of reaching the so-called Godhead in this lifetime.
An Advanced Initiate or the Boucharan Master can connect a Soul to the Divine Sound Current. 

Remember, often these Beings do not reveal themselves so you may have received an initiation and 

gradually become aware of the deep significance of this in your life.Once the individual is initiated, their personal spiritual life is taken care of without request through the generosity and kindness of the AI or SM. This does not mean that you sit still and the 

goose that laid the golden egg comes knocking at your door providing you with all the physical comforts 

of life. You still must be responsible to yourself and family and earn a living through some type of employment that you may enjoy.
Initiation means that you now have the opportunity to break free of the chains that hold you back 

in the Dense Realms of negativity.Very few are chosen for this sacred spiritual opportunity. If you are chosen in this lifetime, you 
are truly blessed.Once Soul is properly Initiated and reconnected to the Sound Current there is no turning back and no one can ever take your Initiation away from you. However, you may ask for a rest if the pace of spiritual unfoldment is too quick and may restart when you feel ready. When the connection is 
made the individual develops the ability to spiritually travel by themselves and is more than able to overcome the downward pull of negativity and temptations of the mind, matter, energy, space 
and time.The initiated Soul, now consciously aware and animated, is able to ascend into the Higher regions of The Light and Sound and eventually become a conscious co-worker with Source Supreme.At first, it may be a shock to the individual when he/she receives the radiant energy that reawakens their consciousness, however they will quickly adjust to their newly found bliss. You may flounder for a while adjusting to your awakened consciousness but eventually, through the direct Inner guidance of Source Supreme, you will receive blessings beyond comprehension. The newly Initiated Soul begins to realize his/her true purpose and learns that all answers to life’s questions lie within themselves and they go direct for all their lessons, not relying upon any one or any thing except Source Supreme ITSelf.

The biggest secret is… there are no secrets, just pay attention to your guidance within. All is granted 

to you by Source Supreme. You begin to trust your Self, Divine Spirit, and no one else.

In order to function correctly: Physically, Emotionally, and Mentally, you must in-flow and out-flow The Current of Life. When initiated by an AI, they will explain how to distinguish the primal WORD, the Original Sound Current compared to only its echo.
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They ‘hook up’ Soul with the Original Sound Current that pulls Soul gently upward into the High Spiritual Worlds. The true music of the Source Supreme is known as the Dhunatmik. This is the ride into the pure Higher Realms and eventually into the Nameless Realm of Source Supreme. Soul attains this grace by practicing the Spiritual Techniques in the book Source Supreme and by also getting direct direction from Divine Spirit, and the 9 Silent Ones.The individual must become the giver and cannot just become the taker. In order to receive one 

must always out-flow, to give. Otherwise the individual becomes bottled-up and stagnate on all levels. To give is known spiritually as Varnatmik; to out-flow by being kind, generous, giving a silent blessing to everyone the individual meets. Let your newly found energy flow to everyone. Do not direct it, just let it radiate in all directions. 360 degrees. The individuals’ Physical life will be much easier, not perfect, but easier for the most part.Most people will begin to act positively toward you and the adventure of life becomes rewarding. Some people may react differently or possibly even negative around you depending upon their state of consciousness and become uncomfortable, because you see right through them, but indirectly you really are helping them advance whether at the time they realize it or not.
Always remember to ask yourself if you are ready for the next step with your spiritual unfoldment. 

You may not be prepared for what comes with it. Take your time.

• A Spiritual Experience: “In the Spiritual Teachings it was emphasized that learning about past lives could be a distraction and to stay focused on the present life and commit to the spiritual practices leading to Self and God Realization. If a past life was significant it would be revealed through the spiritual contemplations. There was a lot of silliness around past lives with people boasting about having been someone famous and discernment is so important.”“During several contemplations I was given awareness of a past life and knew it was significant and also helped me understand my affinity to certain things in this Physical world. I recall watching the Superman movie and when I saw Superman arrive at his home, made entirely of crystals, I had an immediate recognition of the place and also that learning occurred through crystals.”“In this current lifetime, I am again working with high frequency healing crystals, as I was guided to a medical product, the Amethyst BioMat.”“In the vision of this past life, which took place on another planet, I lived and worked at a Crystal Palace. My work was in total silence, and I was in charge of encoding crystals of consciousness with higher learning and wisdom. These Crystals were then transported to the Temples where Souls learned about The Light and Sound and The Higher Realms.”“In the vision/memory, I also saw that our home was invaded and attacked. I was able to save some of the crystals by holding them in my Light Body. The scene then flashed to my rescue by a spacecraft and I recognized the pilot was my current teacher, Sri DapRen. Another man was with him and they flew me safely to another planet, and I have recognized this other man also in this lifetime because of his vibrations and he has again helped me through some difficult times.”“I recall that when I arrived I could not relate to the other Beings on this new planet, although everyone was beautiful and of high consciousness, it was a different frequency than what I knew of ‘my home.’ I recall that the Beings were friendly and they would sing and play music to me to help me adjust to the new planet.“
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“One of the Beings from this new planet was a man I came to love and spend many years with in this present lifetime. He also recalled some of the experiences, and knew of the Masters. Interesting that when I met this man I was about thirty years old in 1981 and had been making an intention that I wanted to find a man who loved God as much as I did. When I met him, I knew he would be a good companion for a significant part of my journey in this lifetime with his efforts to make me comfortable in a world that has never felt familiar to me. He built me a home on a lake that had memories of the beautiful places we had lived in other times.”
“In 1995, when I was living in Las Vegas in that lovely home, I met a beautiful younger woman and she worked in a crystal store. She was drawn to me and I felt a strong connection to her. She told me she was looking for a teacher. I felt guarded at this and knew I could not take on any students in my present life and would guide her to Sri Darwin and the other Initiates I knew. She helped awaken more memories and I knew she had lived and worked alongside of me in our Crystal Palace home.”“This experience was significant because it helped me understand my deep need for silence and that many of my abilities are practiced totally in silence in the sanctuary of Crystal Palaces and that some of the dearest friends I’ve made in this life have been with me offering protection and much needed friendship along my spiritual journey.”
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CLOSING STATEMENT

The Salmon, who make the long journey up stream to spawn, battles the river currents until he reaches his destination only to find that he must do it all over again and again. Only the strong and courageous survive. The weak and less spirited perish or fall by the river’s edge.However, this is their experience, and they have the free will and choice to go at their own pace, just as you do.Eventually, through conscious experience and effort, you will make it to the top ~ only to find there is another river to swim or mountain to climb. Such is the way of Source Supreme and The 

Spiritually Awakened Initiate.
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CONTINUED BLESSINGS IN DIVINE SPIRIT

The Spiritually Awakened InitiateThe Companion Book To Source Supreme“These teachings help you get off of the merry-go-round of extreme highs and lows with guidance from Advanced Initiates and True Spiritual Masters.  Many have settled on being a good person as the goal of life. Since most people are already good, it may be difficult to remember that you don’t belong here and have lingered too long in the Physical Realm. This isn’t your true home. You may 
have a sense that you have let many opportunities for spiritual freedom pass by due to pride or stubborn clinging to old habits. Another opportunity is presented to you now with Divine Love.”www.thesourcesupreme.com


